Lürzer’s Grand Slam Terms & Conditions

A.
General Conditions and Eligibility
Lürzer's Grand Slam terms and conditions are subject to any other terms and conditions provided to
you during registration or to which you are referred to at the time of entering the competition.

Lürzer's Grand Slam is a global, recognizable and unique creative competition allied with Lürzer’s
Archive, which is one of the most valuable and respected magazine / web portals in the worldwide
creative industry.

Lürzer's Grand Slam is organized by LURZER'S GRAND SLAM LTD.

Lürzer's Grand Slam awards prizes in the categories: Film, Print/Outdoor, Direct, Sound, and
Digital. Submission is one advertisement or event in one of five categories. Each advertisement or
event constitutes one submission. An individual submission may only be filed once in the same
category. One submission may be filed in multiple categories should it fulfill the category
conditions. Hereinafter referred to as “submission” or “work”.

Should an applicant submit works that are part of a series (campaign), each work from that series
has to be submitted separately, with all required information, files and payments. Each work is
judged separately.

Lürzer's Grand Slam awards Gold winners, Silver winners and Bronze winners. Of each
submission price 60% is reinvested into the competition and is distributed to the winners. Gold is 6
times more than bronze, Silver 2 times more than bronze. There may be several Gold, Silver or
Bronze winners or none in a particular category should a jury decide so. The key for the distribution
of prize money is the same regardless to the number of winners.

Submissions are open to all agencies, advertisers, design or production houses, media and other
parties involved in the creation or production of marketing communications, provided that they
have a registered company; submissions may also be submitted by clients or other parties provided
that they have sufficient rights to do so in accordance with these Terms & Conditions and have a

registered company. Hereinafter referred to as “applicant”. Submissions are not open to individuals
who have not a registered company.

An applicant who makes a submission is the one who's entitled to the prize money.

Each applicant may file multiple submissions. Every submission is quantifiable for the prize. Each
submission must meet Lürzer’s Grand Slam Terms & Conditions separately including application
(registration) fee. An applicant needs to register only once to make multiple submissions.
All submissions must have been aired/published/implemented for the first time between 1st January
2016 and 31st December 2017. Submissions must not have been entered in previous years.

Should more parties enter the same advertisement, event or campaign (submission), only the first
submission shall be taken into consideration unless this submission is disqualified for other reasons
in accordance with these Terms & Conditions. Under these circumstances a later submission shall
be applicable. The organizers have no obligation to search for duplicity in submissions and shall
resolve duplicity in accordance with the rules of temporal priority in accordance with this article at
any point it finds duplicity in submissions.

Only submissions that have been publicized before entering the competition are eligible. Fictitious
submissions that have not been made for the client and have not been publicized shall be
disqualified.

All submissions must be submitted exactly as they were aired/published/implemented, and must not
be modified for the submission. Should a submission not be in English, it must be
translated/subtitled.

Organizers may disqualify submissions that they deem as against or offending fundamental rights
and freedoms of individuals and minority groups or are in bad public taste or are to be found as
breaching fundamental standards of advertising ethics.

Only submissions entered online via the website of Lürzer's Grand Slam can enter the competition.
All required fields, instructions and data, must be filled-in, in accordance with the step by step
registration procedure instructions on the website for submission, to qualify for the competition.

Prior to the final submission of work the applicant must agree to Lürzer's Grand Slam Terms and
Conditions and pay a registration fee. This sum does not include any additional fees, such as bank
fees and taxes if applicable.

The fee is in the amount of €340 for early submissions until 12th November 2017; €390 for midsubmissions until 14th January 2018 and €450 for late submissions until 31th January 2018. For
UK entrants, the fee is payable in pounds in the amount of £299 for early submissions until 12th
November 2017; £343 for mid-submissions until 14th January 2018 and £396 for late submissions
until 31th January 2018. Organizer reserves the right to change the fee in pounds depending on
exchange rate. Payed fees are final and will not be affected by the later changes in exchange rate.

The registration fee is payable via online payment or wire transfer in accordance with the
instructions provided on the website during the application procedure.

The fees are applicable on the day of submission. In the case of wire transfer, the organizer will
accept payment up to 10 days from the day of submission. Should the funds not be transferred
within 10 days, the organizer has the right to cancel the submission. Only completed and paid
submissions shall proceed to judging. All times and deadlines are calculated by London time.

All payments upon filing the submission are final for that specific submission. Upon the final step
of submission and payment, an applicant bears full responsibility for data and files provided,
including all data and files that are correct, complete, legible, decipherable, and audible.

Use of a false name, company name, address, commercial communication or campaign shall result
in disqualification.

Submissions and registration using methods generated by a script, macro or the use of automated
devices shall be void. A void entry does not qualify for a refund.

Lürzer’s Grand Slam is not responsible for any submissions lost, damaged or delayed due to
computer error on the part of the applicant.

The applicant hereby grants Lürzer's Grand Slam all rights necessary to use the work provided

within the submission for promotional purposes of Lürzer’s Grand Slam including: promotion,
press promotion, website promotion, online promotion and archive including payed access archive
of Lürzer’s Grand Slam; without claim by the applicant or third party for remuneration or other
financial compensation. The applicant by agreeing to these terms and conditions declares that they
own any related necessary rights to grant to Lürzer’s Grand Slam usage license to the stated extent.

In this respect, the applicant bears full responsibility for the third-party rights including among
other the copyright, authors rights, moral rights and ownership rights including the right to make
public the submission they enter into the competition. Lürzer's Grand Slam and its affiliates do not
bear responsibility for rights of third parties. The applicant is obliged to settle all rights and
outstanding claims of third parties at any time they arise after completing the submission. Claims of
third parties that may arise upon the submission may result in disqualification.

Disqualification in accordance with these Terms & Conditions do not qualify for a refund.

After winners are announced the applicant has 30 days to confirm the account for the money
transfer and to claim their prize. Organizers will announce the winners on Lürzer's Grand Slam
website and inform the applicant on its registered contact email address that they provided during
registration.

The prizes are as stated in this Terms & Conditions and are not transferable to another party.

The applicant shall receive a promo code, entitling them to one year subscription of Lürzer’s
Archive magazine. This code can be used on Lürzer’s Archive website to claim the subscription.
The subscription does not cover shipping costs. Only the applicant who has entered a submission,
including paying all the fees, shall qualify for receiving the promo code.

B.
Judging
Judging is conducted by an international jury and editors in Lürzer’s Archive in three steps;
Longlist, Shortlists and Bronze, Silver and Gold judging.
The jury consists of 9-11 internationally acclaimed members. The members of the jury will judge

the works via online encrypted access and bear responsibility for their judging and entrusted access
to the submitted works.

Members of the jury may not vote on a submission (work) that he/she is associated with, mainly if
he/she has participated in the creation of the work or is an affiliate of the producer/creator of the
work or is an affiliate with the beneficiary of the work or of the applicant. Members of the jury shall
inform the organizers about their association with the submitted work without delay. Failing to do
so, may result in re-judging or the removal of the juror; should it come to the organizer's attention
that a jurors not informing of association was done in bad faith.

The judging shortlist is done by the editors in Lürzer’s Archive for whom the same rules of “vote
exclusion” apply. The shortlist will be announced on the website.

Bronze judging is done by the jury. Each work from the shortlist is reviewed by each jury member.
Everyone has to vote. The work has to receive a minimum of 50% votes to qualify for Bronze.
There are no public announcements at the end of this round. Those works that qualify for Bronze
proceed to Silver judging.

Silver judging is done by the jury. Every member of the jury votes on each work that has qualified
from Bronze. The work has to receive a minimum of 50% votes to qualify for Gold judging.

Gold judging is done by the jury. Every member of the jury votes on each work that has qualified
from Silver. The work has to receive a minimum of 50% votes to become Gold winner. At the end
of this stage on a predetermined date all winners will be announced on the website of Lürzer's
Grand Slam.

C.
Website, Privacy and Dispute resolution
For the purpose of Privacy and Dispute resolution of Lürzer's Grand Slam website the term “user”
refers to applicant, judge or any other party using the website.
Lürzer's Grand Slam Website Privacy and Dispute resolution of Lürzer's Grand Slam Terms and

Conditions apply to anyone who uses the website, even without their explicit consent, by action of
usage, where applicable law permits this obligation arises by the tacit action of the user. For all
other actions, explicit consent to Lürzer's Grand Slam Terms and Conditions is required. Failing to
give this consent enables Lürzer's Grand Slam to refuse access to parts of the website or its
functionality, including but not exclusive the registration and submission procedure. Explicit
consent is given by checking the relevant boxes or/and clicking on the relevant buttons expressing
consent of the user to Lürzer's Grand Slam Terms and Conditions.
Cookies

Lürzer's Grand Slam website uses "cookie" technology to enhance and facilitate visits to the
website. The "cookie" files are sent to the computer and identify a unique user and store personal
preferences and technical information.

Lürzer's Grand Slam website uses:
a) Permanent "cookies" (i.e., the cookies remain on the computer until they are deleted)
b) Temporary "cookies" (i.e., the cookies last until the browser is closed).

"Cookies" do not themselves contain or reveal any personal information. Should personal
information be submitted via Lürzer's Grand Slam website, that information can be linked to the
data stored in the cookies.

Should the end user refuse to accept Lürzer's Grand Slam website cookies they can change the
browser settings so that the browser does not accept cookies (instructions on how to change the
browser's cookie settings should be found in the help section in the web browser). Should the
settings be changed the user shall not be able to access certain parts of Lürzer's Grand Slam website
and not be able to complete the registration or submission procedure.

By accepting Lürzer's Grand Slam Terms and conditions the user accepts Lürzer's Grand Slam
cookie policy. The cookie policy is also accepted by clicking the “accept” button on Lürzer’s Grand
Slam website disclaimer.

User accounts

In order to enter the competition and/or to create an account the registration process must completed

by providing complete and accurate information as stated in the applicable forms. The user is also
required to choose a password. The user is entirely responsible for maintaining the confidentiality
of the password and account. Furthermore, they are entirely responsible for any and all activities
that occur under said account. The user hereby agrees to notify Lürzer's Grand Slam immediately of
any unauthorized use of their account or any other breach of security. Lürzer's Grand Slam will not
be liable for someone else using the password or account.

Personal information

Lürzer's Grand Slam shall not transmit any personal information to any party outside the Lürzer's
Grand Slam group, except in the cases outlined below.

By accepting Lürzer's Grand Slam Terms and Conditions the user gives their explicit consent
regarding the sharing of information required for entering the competition and judging or
information and data elsewhere on the website where required.

Lürzer's Grand Slam may transmit the data to a specific subcontractor (with whom Lürzer's Grand
Slam has entered into a confidentiality agreement and brokering of personal data), using the data for
the sole benefit of Lürzer's Grand Slam, within the specific framework outlined in this document.
Lürzer's Grand Slam can also call upon one or more subcontractors located outside the European
Union for the purposes of data storage, support and maintenance of its IT (Information Technology)
systems.

Lürzer's Grand Slam shall insure that all subcontractors located outside the European Union offer a
sufficient level of protection of your personal data, by entering into standard contractual agreements
as outlined by the European Commission.

The rights of access, rectification and suppression of personal information is preserved. The user
also has the right of opposition to the processing of such information. These rights may be exercised
at any time by sending a letter or an email to the following address:
LURZER'S GRAND SLAM LTD
Kestrel House,
Primett Road,
Stevenage,
Herts.,
SG1 3EE

e-mail to: support@luerzersgrandslam.com

Limitation of liability and Dispute

In no event shall Lürzer's Grand Slam be liable for any direct or indirect, consequential, punitive,
special or incidental damages (including, without limitation, damages for loss of business, contract,
revenue, data, information or business interruption) resulting from, a raising out of or in connection
with the use of, or inability to use this website or its content.
Any Legal dispute shall be settled primarily by agreement in good faith; mainly by negotiation or
alternative dispute resolution. Any unresolved disputes in this manner, shall be brought before the
International Chamber of Commerce

Arbitration court in Paris (ICC Arbitration) unless the parties to the

disputer agree otherwise.

Changes

Lürzer's Grand Slam reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to change, modify, add or remove any
portion of these Terms of use in whole or in part, at any time. Changes shall be effective when
posted on Lürzer's Grand Slam website. Lürzer's Grand Slam may terminate, change, correct any
errors or omissions in any portion, make any other changes relating to the materials and products,
programs, services or prices (if any) posted on Lürzer's Grand Slam website or contained in
Lürzer’s Grand Slam Terms and Conditions, suspend or discontinue any aspect, including the
availability of any features or products of or on the Site, at any time without notice.

Lürzer's Grand Slam furthermore reserves the right to amend or alter the terms of competitions or
these Terms and Conditions as such at any time and the right to reject submissions from applicants
not entering in the spirit of the competition especially should they damage the good name of the
competition or Lürzer's Grand Slam and its affiliates.

